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Some A. R. P. stations functioned to the very end.  Even after December

17, daily reports from district headquarters were sent, and daily inspections
of the Scout Despatch Corps were conducted.  Tse Ping-fui (�� ) of the
10th Hong Kong was attached to St Paul's first-aid station on the Hong Kong
Island, and led men to bombed sites and assisted with rescuing wounded
people.  He served till the last day, and even saw his Scoutmaster and School
principal Major Stewart (by that time wounded) at the morning service on
Christmas day.  In the afternoon, when he heard over the radio that Hong
Kong had surrendered, he went home, and hid his Scout uniform.

Bevan, the Deputy Director of A. R. P., confirmed that "although the
complement of Despatch Corps Members reporting...was not up to full pre-
arranged strength, the response on the whole was quick and good."  Within a
short time, all centers had an adequate complement of messengers and in
some, "quite extensive use was made of them" and "the boys worked with
keenness and efficiency...for long hours both by day and by night."   Later,
D. A. Pockson, Assistant Colony Commissioner, reported that "our A. R. P.
Despatch Corps did very well."  Thomas F. Ryan, a Jesuit priest who was in

Hong Kong at the time, saw some of these
"official messenger boys in uniforms" and
noted that "the courage of the boys sometimes
seemed ...very close to reckless."

Shortly before Hong Kong fell, former
Sea Scout Wong Kai-chung (�� ), by that
time an assistant light-house keeper, swam
out from his post through a shark-infested
Waglan sea (�� !), armed with only a
rope, to save a Chinese fisherman whose
sampan had been sunk by the Japanese, and
pulled him ashore with the help of others
onshore (Figure 7).

Pau ,  Tse ,
Ambrose Wong,
Yeung Chun-man,
and many others of

the Despatch Corps would later qualify for the
1939-45 Defence Medal.  Wong Kai-chung
received a Scout Silver Cross for gallantry in 1946
(Figure 8).   John Pau was to be awarded the British
Empire Medal for his service as the head of the
Despatch Corps.
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By December 20, Japanese forces were

strongly established on the Island, with an almost
inexhaustible pool of reserves.  On December 21,
Churchill sent yet another telegram, urging that "there must...be no thought
of surrender.  Every part of the island must be fought and the enemy resisted
with the utmost stubbornness" and that "there must be vigorous fighting in
the inner defences, and, if need be, from house to house."  A number of
gallant counterattacks were organized but all failed.  In the morning of
Christmas Day, the South China Morning Post carried a special message
from Young urging all the soldiers to "fight on" and "hold on, for King and
Empire."  Maltby declared that "the order of the day is 'Hold Fast.'"

However, as disclosed later, both had been aware for days that "the
question before us was not whether but when the enemy would be able to
occupy the whole of the Colony," and the Colonial Secretary in Britain had
in fact sent a telegram to Young earlier, authorizing him "to exercise the
discretion...when further resistance ceased to be possible."  Therefore, not
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surprisingly, later on that same day, Maltby traveled to the Government
House and advised Young that the military situation was hopeless and the
troops should give up.  A
general order to surrender
was issued to the forces
(Figure 9). The government
then informed the Japanese
about the decision to cease
fire.

The Japanese insisted
that unless Young and
Maltby go immediately to
t h e  J a p a n e s e  l o c a l
headquarters in Kowloon,
another attack would be
launched.  Finally the two
reluctantly crossed the
harbor and surrendered to General Sakai at the Peninsula Hotel.  Just before
and even after the surrender, widespread and ruthless looting, raping, and killing
(of Chinese and non-Chinese, civilians and soldiers) by the Japanese invading
forces were reported by and shocked many incredulous eyewitnesses.
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Unlike  Shameen in Canton, which upon

being captured was handed over to the puppet
Chinese government in Nanking, the "Captured
Territory of Hong Kong (�� !")" came
directly under a Japanese governor, partly
because of the desire to eventually separate it
from China, so that it could become a Japanese
colony.  General Rensuke Isogai� �� !
became governor from February 1942, and
stayed to the end of 1944 (Figure 10).  He spoke
of Hong Kong's new role in "the Greater East
Asia War" and of "the Kingly Way" to which all
must aspire.  Hundreds of Japanese experts were
brought in to head up various bureaus.

Chinese civilians and Europeans from countries not at war with Japan
were officially "free."  Under pressure and de facto house arrests, leading
Chinese residents were forced to co-operate, and many did.  A Chinese
Representative Council was set up, chaired by Sir Robert Kotewall, referred
to by his Chinese name Lo Kuk-wo.  The Representative Council, together
with the governor, selected members for a larger Chinese Co-operative Council,
chaired by Sir Shouson Chow.  Much has been written about Chinese
collaboration, but it should be noted that, as disclosed later in confidential
British government documents, Chinese leaders represented by Kotewall and
Chow had been advised on December 26 by three senior colonial officials, R.
A. C. North (the Secretary for Chinese Affairs), J. A. Fraser (the Defence
Secretary) and C. G. Alabaster (the Attorney General), to co-operate with the
Japanese in order to save Chinese civilians and restore public order in Hong Kong.

By mid-1942, Hong Kong had returned to some semblance of normalcy.
Around 75% of former civil servants had returned to work, and the police
force had 2,000 men, 80% former policemen, supplemented by Japanese
military patrols, which took over during curfew.  Business resumed, though
food was scarce and rationed, necessitating drastic reduction of population
through systematic repatriation of the Chinese back to China.  The census in
October 1943 counted a population of 855,888 (including 6,347 Japanese),
or roughly half that before the war, reflecting the magnitude of the program.
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